
 

EUROPALMS Giant Flower (EVA), artificial, cream white, 80cm
Giant flower with bendable soft-touch petals

Art. No.: 82531067
GTIN: 4026397590005

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397590005

Weight: 0,50 kg

Length: 0.80 m

Width: 0.04 m

Heigth: 0.70 m

Description:

With these artificial giant flowers you can implement extraordinary decoration ideas.
Especially well suited are the oversized flower heads in XXL format for event decorations in
festival halls, on theater stages or as large room decorations.
Due to the material EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), you get a product with a deceptive look,
pleasant feel and high aging resistance. A wire incorporated into the petals allows you to
individually shape the flower with a few simple steps. The flower stem can serve as an anchor.

Features:

- Natural look with individual shades
- Naturally curled petals
- Long wooden stem
- High quality mini-plant can be admired from close up
- Material: ethylen-vinylazetat (EVA) for a pleasant surface feel, an illusive view and aging

resistance

- Also suitable for outdoors
- Height: 80 cm
- Color: creme-white
- Suitable for outdoor use
- approx. 1 cremecolored beautifully flowers
- High quality

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82531067.html


Technical specifications:

Standing/fixation: Without

Material: EVA soft plast

Color: Creme

Flowers: Pieces: approx. 1 pc/pcs

 Color: creme

 P(material: )EVA soft plast

Decor style: Desert landscape; tropics

Dimensions: Height: 80 cm

Weight: 500 g
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